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China in a P olycentric World: Essays in Chinese
Comparative Literature. Ed. Yingjin Zhang. Stanford:
Stanford University Press, 1998. 307pp. ISBN 0-80473186-1 (cloth); ISBN 0-804-73509-3 (paperback).

China in a Polycentric World includes discussion of what
Chinese comparative literature is in theory and examples of it in
practice. Editor Yingjin Zhang's introduction adds a useful review
of the recent history of the discipline. Eight studies—topics
range from the Shijing (Classic of odes) to Twin Peaks—are
framed by theoretical essays by Zhang Longxi and David
Palumbo-Liu up front and by Eugene Chen Eoyang at the end.
Palumbo-Liu assumes that all of China in a Polycentric World
addresses the “ basic ten sion” between proponents and
opponents of Ilthe use of modern Western critical and theoretical
terminology in the field of Chinese literature” （36). It doesn’t. The
authors of the eight studies take it for granted that the judicious
use of theory is obligatory for the interpretation of texts. Similarly,
despite editor Yingjin Zhang's claim that China in a Polycentric
World will ^reconfigure the boundaries of literature and other
disciplines" (1), this book is not revolutionary—and needn’t be. It
is, instead, an entirely worthwhile example of what has become
the critical mainstream. While the topical essays cannot do all
that Zhang Longxi and Palumbo-Liu ask of Chinese comparative
studies, they achieve two of the more
modest goals set down in the introduction:
several introduce “noncanonical, unofficial，
or historically insignificant texts," and most
connect literature to “larger issues in
Chinese history or culture" (10).
Zhang Longxi and Palum bo-Liu
debate the latter's proposition that Chinese
comparative literature is a "utopian" project.
By “utopian” PalumboLiu means there is
no criticism free of ideology. Neither the
comparatist (pro-theory) nor the sinologist
(anti-theory) “ cam p” can escape the
specific historical, cultural, and institutional
circumstances that produced it. Neither a
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disinterested, scientific theory of literature nor a return to the
pure meaning of the text is possible. Zhang Longxi identifies the
larger purpose of com parative literature (cross-cultural
understanding) and the major obstacle to it (Western academic
imperialism that either ignores Chinese texts or puts them under
the colonial rule of Western theory). Because he argues for the
necessity of Chinese-Western comparative literature, Zhang
must object to Palumbo-Liu's suggestion of its impossibility. In
fact, the two have common ground. Zhang Longxi encourages
us to get on with the work of mediating between East and West
through the study of literature; Palumbo-Liu agrees this work is
important but insists that we remain aware that “our critical and
theoretical discourses . . . are articulated within specific
disciplin ary and institu tiona l spaces, which affect our
conceptions of texts, our ways of talking about them, and
whether or not we are listened to11(48).
A few of the essays reverse what Zhang Longxi terms the
"unequal relationship between Western theory and Chinese
works" (32), in which the former is applied to the latter and, in
the process, inevitably confirmed. For example, Mark E. Francis
reviews the ways in which the Chinese notion of jing differs from
the Western notion of “canon,” proof that to theorize the way in
which human societies produce literary canons, we have to
study China. However, Francis elsewhere follows the West to
East application model. Barbara Herrnstein Smith has argued
that in canon formation “normative mechanisms” are always
balanced by a countermechanism that reveals “the contingency
of value” and allows the “genial acknowledgment of the
inevitability of divergence” （51)_ Francis uses Herrnstein Smith to
explain the Chinese case, in which the ^orthodox" Shijing and
Wenxuan (Selections of refined literature) are balanced by the
“tolerated ‘heterodoxy’” of the Crtuc/ (Songs of the south) and
the Yutai xinyong (New songs from a jade terrace) respectively.
Likewise, John Yu Zou argues that when Guo Songtao in 1877
wrote down the size, number, and weight of the cannons in a
British military installation on Malta, he was producing Roland
Barthes’s “reality effect” （143). The insights of Francis and Zou
may have merit, but they suggest that Western theory is ready
made a priori to explain for us the meaning of Chinese literary
practice, which is precisely what Zhang Longxi warns against
(32).
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Three essays deal with gender. Ann-Marie Hsiung takes Ci
Mulan (Female Mulan) and Nu Zhuangyuan (Female first-place
scholar) by Ming playwright Xu Wei as illustrative of the
“complexity and ambivalence of the Confucian gender system”
(73). Hsiung argues that Xu Wei’s work disrupts the orthodoxy
but ultimately reinstalls traditional values. Helen H. Chen finds
the same process at work in Wang Anyi’s fiction four hundred
years later. Wang’s work portrays strong women and champions
the “salvific power of sex,” but in the end celebrates virginity and
maternal love (102-3). Greta Ai-yu Niu focuses on the character
of Josie Packard, played by Joan Chen, in the 1990-1991
American television series Twin Peaks. Niu argues that Josie
Packard’s “fluid body” is the site of the working out of American
fears and fantasies about Asians. Niu’s analysis is enlightening;
her conclusions are sweeping. Niu assumes inimical authorial
intent on director David Lynch’s part—“[The series] reclaims
regional Pacific Northwest concerns for nationalistic and
xenophobic purposes” （111)— and generalizes about the
audience’s affective response—details of Josie Packard’s story
(her Chinese parents sold her) ensure the American audience’s
“feelings of superiority” over the “uncivilized” practices of the
East (117). Perhaps. But then again， Josie Packard’s Chinese
parents only sold their daughter; Laura Palmer’s American father
had sex with and murdered his. The imaginary United States of
Twin Peaks is hardly reassuring to Americans, even when it
does accentuate “our” difference from the Asian Other.
Four essays deal with the literary expression of modernity.
John Yu Zou explains travelers and translators Guo Songtao,
Wang Guowei， and Lu Xun as interpreters of the “West” （a
space that included Japan) and prophets of “modernity” for turnof-the-century China. In her fascinating “Baoyu in Wonderland,”
Feng-ying Ming reads Xin shitouji (1905, The new story of the
stone) and other works of late Qing science fiction as the
imagining of a “wel卜resolved reception of the West,” in which
“the strength of Western science and technology is judiciously
adapted and complemented by Chinese ethics" (154, 162).
Yingjin Zhang looks at the way in which the work of the “new
perceptionists" (xin ganjue pat) in general, and a story by Hei
Ying (Zhang Bingwen) in particular, generate an imaginary,
feminized Shanghai that expresses the desires and anxieties of
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the "modern" urban male subject. Lastly, Michelle Yeh finds
paradox in the “cult of poetry” of the 1980s and early 1990s.
Avant-garde poets pushed for more freedom and individuality
but also pursued a regressive, utopian project—uncomfortably
reminiscent of Maoist absolutism—that turned poetry into a
religious movement and poets into heroes and martyrs to the
cause. Some of the essays inform each other. Zou’s claim that
Lu Xun made his famous turn to literature in 1906 because he
was alienated from modern science and dismayed by medicine's
“hatred, exclusiveness， and violence” （149) is interesting next to
Ming’s nuanced argument that in his 1902 and 1903 adaptations
of two works by Jules Verne, Lu Xun meant to "convey scientific
knowledge through stories firmly embedded in Chinese social
and moral conventions" (155). Both Yingjin Zhang and Yeh touch
on the meaning of modern suicide (by actresses Ruan Lingyu
and Ai Xia and poets Gu Cheng, Ge Mai, and Haizi).
Zhang Longxi reminds us that “[w]hat is of consequence is
the achievement of Chinese comparatists, . . . the intellectual
fruit of their scholarly investigations and critical studies" (29). By
this important measure, the individual essays succeed—some
excel. Evaluating China in a Polycentric World as a whole is a
trickier matter. The book ends with Eugene Chen Eoyang’s
elegant meditation on the opportunities and insights offered by
displacement (physical, psychological, and linguistic). Eoyang
tells us that exile at the margin is where the action is. This is a
clue to the real tension in the book_ the tension between center
and margin—and a hint as to what the book is “about■” The
theory-informed, comparative approach that is, loosely speaking,
the program of the Am erican A ssociation of Chinese
Comparative Literature (AACCL) is now at the cente厂 of the field
of modern Chinese literature studies—it dominates this field—
but judging by the book under discussion, its practitioners still
perceive themselves as marginalized. In 1993, Politics, Ideology,
and Literary Discourse, a collection based on the first (1990)
conference of the AACCL, announced an already on-going
challenge to modern Chinese literature studies in the United
States, a stronghold of area specialists. Graduate students and
younger scholars in both comparative literature and area studies
eagerly took up the AACCL’s call for new approaches to Chinese
literature. A special issue of Modem China (19.1, 1993 January)
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addressed areas of contestation but conceded that theory was
here to stay. China in a Polycentric World, based on the 1993
AACCL conference and published in 1998, asks of Chinese
comparatists, Where do we go from here, now that we have
significant institutional power and academic influence? The book
answers this question by trying to push Chinese comparatists
out of the margins and closer to the center of influence and
power in premodern Chinese literary studies, Asian-American
studies (hence the inclusion of the Niu essay), and Eurocentric
comparative literature in general (hence the title, which alludes
to China as one of the centers of a “polycentric” world). The last
of these redoubts (comparative literature) may prove hardest to
infiltrate. Therefore, it is unfortunate that the relationship
between Chinese comparatists and sinologists (area studies
specialists) is so often taken by both sides as adversarial.
Sinologists are still the main audience for the work of Chinese
comparatists (besides Chinese comparatists themselves, of
course) and each group is the other's only ally in arguing for the
universal importance of the specific Chinese experience.
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